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The formulae to improving children’s 

numeracy & literacy… 

Health  +  Physical Education2 =  Wellbeing
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The significance of the ‘physical’ in 

children’s health and wellbeing

AC:HPE Rationale (5 interrelated propositions)

Value movement

 Health and Physical Education is the key learning area in the curriculum 

that focuses explicitly on developing movement skills and concepts 

students require to participate in physical activities with competence 

and confidence.
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Wellbeing – Response Ability

Wellbeing is a state of feeling good about ourselves and the 

way our lives are going. We experience wellbeing when we 

are physically and mentally well; spiritually aware or 

connected; and feel that our life is worthwhile and has 

purpose.

Wellbeing is influenced by our culture, values, social context 

and our general state of health. Wellbeing can change over 

time, so we may experience periods of relatively good 

wellbeing and times when our wellbeing is challenged. Since 

no two individuals are the same, one person’s experience of 

optimal wellbeing may look different to another’s.

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2014)
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Inclusion (for ALL)
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Victorian Early Years and Development Framework For all children from birth to eight
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2 strands “are interrelated and inform and support each other” 
(AC:HPE, 2014)

Australian Reform

“By far, the greatest 

concern was the content 

load expected to be 

delivered at primary 

school” (Australian Government, 2014, 

p. 1)
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Within the primary school context…

All teachers are required to have 

health and wellbeing expertise

Not all teachers are required to 

have health and physical education 

expertise (and it is not always possible)
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South Australian Primary Principals…

 Principals surveyed represented schools from three South Australian regions (North, 

South and Adelaide) and schools of various enrolment sizes. All schools were mixed 

sexes (co-educational).
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SA Region Size of school enrolment

Small schools 

(less 100)

Medium 

(100-300)

Large 

(300 – 600)

Very large 

(more 600)

Total

Gov Cath Ind Gov Cath Ind Gov Cath Ind Gov Cath Ind Gov Cath Ind

North

Riverland, Barossa, Yorke, 
Port Lincoln, North Whyalla

5 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 9 1 1

South

Mt. Gambier, East-Murray, Mt. 

Lofty-Fleurieu

3 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 7 2 1

Adelaide

McLaren Vale, Morphett Vale, 

Mitcham, West Torrens, 

Adelaide East-Hills, Charles 

Sturt, Tea Tree Gully, Port 

Adelaide, Salisbury, Playford

4 0 0 8 8 1 9 5 1 0 2 1 21 15 3

Total 12 0 0 11 9 2 14 5 2 0 4 1 37 18 5

60



Who is responsible for HPE?
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HPE specialist

Classroom & HPE specialist 34 (56.7%)

Specialist HPE 11 (18.3%)

_______________

45 (75.0%)

No HPE specialist (many small schools)

Classroom teachers 11 (18.3%)

Classroom and NIT 2 (3.3%)

Classroom and Principal 1 (1.7%)

Teacher (Non Instructional Time - NIT) 1 (1.7%)

_______________

15 (25.0%)



Education

HPE responsibilities… are not 

consistent across schools 

(contextual) –

Grey?

1
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Principal comments - dynamics…
Integration - ownership

 “Some elements and curriculum topics can be integrated into the HPE program 

run by the classroom teacher”

 “My worry is that some class teachers abdicate too much responsibility”

HPE specialist benefits

 “Guaranteed regular PE lessons for all classes”

 “Consistency of expertise”

 “A PE specialist teacher would ensure continuity of physical education 

programme throughout the whole school. Greater clarity around sequential 

development of skills and knowledge”

 “Most classroom teachers teach PE badly!”

 So PE is done and done correctly!

 Only benefit is that it provides required non-contact teaching time/ Enterprise 

Agreement
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Classroom teacher confidence and competence

 “Older teachers are less likely to take PE lessons”

 “Many of our staff are over 50 years and have some difficulties with running 

specialists programs due to health, mobility issues”

 “I believe all primary classroom teachers should have the ability to teach HPE”

 Support and provide in-service for classroom teachers

 “Too many classroom teachers lack confidence/ drive to deliver a really good 

PE curriculum”

 “Difficult for class teacher to access equipment/prepare”

Whole School / Community

 “It ensures a focus is maintained on a balanced and engaging curriculum. 

Creates community partnerships and extends learning”

 “Promotion of healthy, active lifestyles is very important to promote in schools.”
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Principal comments - Implementation?
 In my years as a teacher/Principal I have not come across a H & PE 

teacher that teaches both health & PE. They only teach PE and the 

health aspect is left to the classroom teacher.

 Ownership of an area produces higher performance

1. Common understanding of who is responsible.

 Greater understanding of movement, more exciting activities, create

interest of students R-5. 

2. Importance of optimising the early years.

 I strongly believe in the Literacy and Numeracy push within schools 

but a high level of fitness/skills should be mandated. 

3. Enhance Literacy & Numeracy
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Confusion (Grey area) about 

HPE shared by experts

• Review of the Australian Curriculum 

Final Report - Dr Kevin Donnelly & Professor Kenneth 

Wiltshire (October, 2014)

• The early years: a special case (p. 99)

• Overcrowding: the amount of content in the Australian 

Curriculum (p. 139)

• Push for numeracy & literacy (p. 139)

• Health and physical education (p. 203-208)



Literacy and Numeracy

 We were told by early childhood teachers and academic experts in the 

early years of education, and those with expertise in reading and the 

early years, that F-2 should have been focused on literacy and 

numeracy – not the hard and fast introduction of discipline-based 

content. In fact, the teaching of literacy and numeracy can easily be 

integrated pedagogically with other content by using examples relevant 

to the lives of students of these ages (p. 99).  

First Recommendation (p. 207)

 “This learning area should run throughout all the years of schooling but 

should be formally introduced at Year 3. It can provide a wealth of 

resource material for the F-2 Years”. 
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Confusion (grey area) 

- ‘Play based’ learning is more than play

 Physical Education specialist lesson

 Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD):

– The difference between what a learner can do without help and what 

she or he can do with help (Edwards, 2009, p.12)
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SA primary principals…

Do you prefer to have specialist HPE 

teachers in your school?

Yes 43 (75.4%)

No 14 (24.6%)

No details/Not Applicable 3

What are the key attributes of a good HPE 

teacher? (top 15)

HPE subject knowledge & dev appropriate pedagogy 40 (mentions)

Passion/ interest/ enthusiasm (children) 29

Planning/ assessment and flexibility (organised) 21

Cater for all learning needs (empathy & support) 19

Rapport/ communication and management skills 18

Engage students and fun 14

Introduce a variety of physical activities/ skills 13

Relationship building/ quality 12

Role model for healthy living 11

Motivating/ positive 10

Athletic/ fitness/stamina/ active 8

Team player/ team work/ collaboration 7

Good teacher/ classroom 6

Willing to do extra curricula activities 5

Safety 4 21



Children’s views on HPE 
Why is HPE important? (a conversation with 6 x Yr 6 children)

“Because it keeps you fit and it warns you like about your body and it is just like 

fun and it is good to get away from your work.”

“Yeah, it is good to get out from behind the desk and move your body and loosen 

up.”

“Well when your doing maths you can get really bored, so when you go out to 

sport it just takes your mind off it, so when you come back, you’re like, ‘Oh I’ll just 

do it’.”

Had enough… “It takes your mind off it”

“I really like running around everywhere. It makes me feel good.”

“In PE you do running and stuff and then when you come back in the classroom 

you feel refreshed and stuff.”

“Yeah, I can feel that, yep. And um, I think it is important because it is just like you 

know, it is just healthy and um, just learning about ‘Health’ you just know how your 

body works.”
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Children’s views on HPE 
Does PE enable you to perform better in the classroom?

“It releases all the stress and stuff” 

“Um yeah, because sometimes just before PE, we’ve been doing something like 

for ages and ages and you get really annoyed and really tense and then when I go 

out to PE, it like loosens it up, so when I come back I am ready to go on with the 

work again.”

“And you just, it breaks up the work up a little bit.”

“You feel relaxed when you come back and you can do the work easier.”

“Yeah probably, because you feel better, about yourself and you have more, like 

better self esteem.”

“Keeps you enthusiastic.”
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We must be clear

 You don’t throw the baby out with the bath water – less physical education will 

mean less health and wellbeing

 Be careful of recommendations - using the same principle perhaps Early Years 

teachers could be replaced by sending a wealth of resources to F-2 minders.

 Physical Education is vital from birth as supported by the arguments for any 

physical/ movement or play-based learning.

 Health, physical education and wellbeing is a whole school responsibility but 

does require leadership/ management

 HPE enhances Literacy & Numeracy and needs to be optimised

- Jorgensen, 2013; Jorgensen & Grootenboer, 2011 – Swimming increasing numeracy

- Salmon, Arundell, Hume, Brown, Hesketh & Dunstan, 2011 – PA at school beneficial to concentration and attention to 

lessons 

- ABC News, Aug 31 2015 – Broadmeadows Primary School promoting emotional and physical wellbeing and NAPLAN 

results have increased dramatically 

- Telford, 2015 – LOOK (Lifestyle Of Our Kids) project - quality PE  improved NAPLAN and particularly numeracy

- Martin, 2010 – Brain boost: sport and physical activity enhance children’s learning 24



If we are not clear…

 Lee Canter  (1995) - Behaviour Management (curriculum)

1. We must have realistic expectations

If our beliefs of ‘what the behaviour (curriculum) should be like’ does 

not match the ‘classroom reality’ = FRUSTRATION

A Feature Forum involving a panel of HPE curriculum experts  (Hickey, 

Kirk, Macdonald, & Penney, 2014, pp. 183–184).
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How can a primary school implement the 

AC: HPE successfully?
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Effectiveness of HPE implementation:

 teaching experience, 

 preparation and professional development, which contributed to an 

understanding of the HPE curriculum and teacher confidence; 

 schools’ facilities, equipment and space, or partnerships developed that 

increased availability of these; 

 Whether the school had a HPE specialist teacher or designated 

allocated time where lessons were guaranteed; 

 HPE specialist or coordinator has taken leadership in advocating a 

whole school approach. A whole school approach involves a 

programme for each of the HPE strands and enables staff opportunities 

to communicate openly about implementation of the HPE curriculum. 
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What is consistent?
 SA already had a HPE teaching 

resource

physical activity and participation

personal and social development

health of individuals and communities

 Our challenge in HPE – inclusive

 Schools need HPE infra-structure 

(whole school approach) – best 

interest of children

 Requires leadership (passionate & 

believes in HPE)

2
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